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• NEET Chapter-wise + Topic-wise Solved Papers
PHYSICS is the thoroughly revised & updated 14th
edition and it contains the past year papers of NEET
2019 to 1988 distributed in 28 Topics. • The Questions
have been arranged from 2019 to 1988 such that the
students encounter the latest questions first. Further
each chapter has been further divided into 3-4 topics
each. • The Topics have been arranged exactly in
accordance to the NCERT books so as to make it 100%
convenient to Class 11 & 12 students. • The fully solved
CBSE Mains papers of 2011 & 2012 (the only Objective
CBSE Mains paper held) have also been incorporated in
the book topic-wise. • The book also contains NEET
2013 along with the Karnataka NEET 2013 paper. • The
detailed solutions of all questions are provided at the end
of each chapter to bring conceptual clarity. • The book
contains around 1690+ MILESTONE PROBLEMS IN
PHYSICS.
These books contain Access Codes along with
instructions to access the Online Material. In case you
face any difficulty, write to us at
ebooks.support@aiets.co.in. 10 in ONE CBSE Study
Package Science class 10 with 3 Sample Papers is
another innovative initiative from Disha Publication. This
book provides the excellent approach to Master the
subject. The book has 10 key ingredients that will help
you achieve success. 1. Chapter Utility Score(CUS) 2.
Exhaustive Theory with Concept Maps 3. Text Book
exercises 4. VSA, SA & LA Questions 5. Past year
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questions including 2017 Solved papers 6. HOTS/ Value
based/ Exemplar 7. Past NTSE + Exemplar MCQ’s 8.
16 Chapter Tests ebooks 9. Important Formulas, Terms
& Definitions 10. 3 Sample Papers with detailed solutions
These are just some of the questions you will find
answered in this delightful collection of stories recounting
real-life incidents from the life of Sudha Murty-teacher,
social worker and bestselling writer. There is the
engaging story about one of her students who frequently
played truant from school. The account of how her
mother’s advice to save money came in handy when
she wanted to help her husband start a software
company, and the heart-warming tale of the promise she
made-and fulfilled to her grandfather, to ensure that her
little village library would always be well supplied with
books. Funny, spirited and inspiring, each of these
stories teaches a valuable lesson about the importance
of doing what you believe is right and having the courage
to realize your dreams.
• Chapter wise and Topic wise introduction to enable
quick revision. • Coverage of latest typologies of
questions as per the Board latest Specimen papers •
Mind Maps to unlock the imagination and come up with
new ideas. • Concept videos to make learning simple. •
Latest Solved Paper with Topper’s Answers • Previous
Years’ Board Examination Questions and Marking
scheme Answers with detailed explanation to facilitate
exam-oriented preparation. • Examiners comments &
Answering Tips to aid in exam preparation. • Includes
Topics found Difficult & Suggestions for students. •
Dynamic QR code to keep the students updated for 2021
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Exam paper or any further CISCE notifications/circulars
The NCERT books are one of the most important
resources for every class 10 student. The book
‘Errorless NCERT Solutions with 100% Reasoning
Class 10 Science’ is exclusively written to provide best
quality solutions for NCERT Science class 10. • The
Unique Selling Point of this book lies in its quality of
solutions which provides 100% Reasoning (which is
missing in Most of the Books) and are Errorless. • A lot
of solution provide Notes immediately after the Solutions
which provides Important Tips, Shortcuts, Alternative
Methods, Points to Remember etc.. • This book provides
Quick Revision of the concepts involved along with
Important formulas and definitions, in each chapter,
which would act as a refresher. • This is followed by the
detailed solutions (Question-by-Question) of all the
questions/ exercises provided in the NCERT book. • The
solutions have been designed in such a manner (Step-byStep) that it would bring 100% Concept Clarity for the
student. • The solutions are Complete (each and every
question is solved), Inflow (exactly on the flow of
questions in the NCERT book) and Errorless.
This advanced graduate textbook gives an authoritative
and insightful description of the major ideas and
techniques of public key cryptography.

“What is important for citizens to know and be able
to do?” The OECD Programme for International
Student Assessment (PISA) seeks to answer that
question through the most comprehensive and
rigorous international assessment of student
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knowledge and skills. As more countries join its
ranks, PISA ...
PSA For Class IX is a compact yet exhaustive
resource for students for a quick and basic
understanding of relevant concepts and theories. It
comprises five parts: Qualitative Analysis,
Quantitative Analysis, English Comprehensions,
Data Interpretation and Passages, and Assessment
Zone. The book helps students solve timemanagement problems and increase their IQ and
reasoning ability, which are quite essential for
success in any career. KEY FEATURES • Designed
in the format provided by the CBSE • Includes all
possible types of questions actually asked in the
examination • Sections on 'Let's Try' in each chapter
will help students develop creative thinking • Will
help in understanding the basics of Science and
Mathematics • Will help students learn more in less
time • Includes solved previous years' question
papers along with two Model Test Papers
This is one of six volumes that present the results of
the PISA 2018 survey, the seventh round of the
triennial assessment. Volume I, What Students
Know and Can Do, provides a detailed examination
of student performance in reading, mathematics and
science, and describes how performance has
changed since previous PISA assessments.
"• Solved Board Examination Paper 2020 • Latest
Board Sample Paper • Revision Notes • Based on
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Latest CBSE Syllabus released on 22th July 2021 •
Commonly Made Errors & Answering Tips • Most
Likely Questions (AI) for 2022 Board Exams "
PSA For Class XI is a well-planned resource for
students and is prepared strictly according to the
latest guidelines given by the CBSE (Central Board
of Secondary Education). The book comprises five
major parts: Qualitative Analysis, Quantitative
Analysis, English Comprehensions, Data
Interpretation and Passages, and Assessment Zone.
It contains examples and exercises, with answers
and explanations, based on the examination pattern.
The text also includes sections on ‘Let’s Try’ in
each chapter to help students develop creative
thinking and is a must buy resource for students
appearing for the PSA examination. KEY
FEATURES • Step-by-step solutions to build an
understanding of concepts and theory • Designed in
the format provided by the CBSE • All possible types
of questions framed according to the examination •
Includes solved previous years' question papers
along with two Model Test Papers
Peter disobeys his mother by going into Mr.
McGregor's garden and almost gets caught.
This problem book is ideal for high-school and college
students in search of practice problems with detailed
solutions. All of the standard introductory topics in
mechanics are covered: kinematics, Newton's laws,
energy, momentum, angular momentum, oscillations,
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gravity, and fictitious forces. The introduction to each
chapter provides an overview of the relevant concepts.
Students can then warm up with a series of multiplechoice questions before diving into the free-response
problems which constitute the bulk of the book. The first
few problems in each chapter are derivations of key
results/theorems that are useful when solving other
problems. While the book is calculus-based, it can also
easily be used in algebra-based courses. The problems
that require calculus (only a sixth of the total number) are
listed in an appendix, allowing students to steer clear of
those if they wish. Additional details: (1) Features 150
multiple-choice questions and nearly 250 free-response
problems, all with detailed solutions. (2) Includes 350
figures to help students visualize important concepts. (3)
Builds on solutions by frequently including
extensions/variations and additional remarks. (4) Begins
with a chapter devoted to problem-solving strategies in
physics. (5) A valuable supplement to the assigned
textbook in any introductory mechanics course.
• Strictly as per the new term wise syllabus for Board
Examinations to be held in the academic session
2021-22 for classes 9th & 10th • Multiple Choice
Questions based on new typologies introduced by the
board- I. Stand- Alone MCQs, II. MCQs based on
Assertion-Reason III. Case-based MCQs. • Revision
Notes for in-depth study • Mind Maps & Mnemonics for
quick learning • Include Questions from CBSE official
Question Bank released in April 2021 • Answer key with
Explanations • Concept videos for blended learning
(science & maths only)
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10 in ONE CBSE Study Package Physics class 11 with 3
Sample Papers is another innovative initiative from Disha
Publication. This book provides the excellent approach to
Master the subject. The book has 10 key ingredients that
will help you achieve success. 1. Chapter Utility Score 2.
Exhaustive theory based on the syllabus of NCERT
books. 3. Concept maps for the bird's eye view of the
chapter 4. NCERT Solutions: NCERT Exercise
Questions. 5. VSA, SA & LA Questions: Sufficient
Practice Questions divided into VSA, SA & LA type.
Numericals are also included wherever required. 6.
HOTS/ Exemplar/ Value Based Questions: High Order
Thinking Skill Based, Moral Value Based and Selective
NCERT Exemplar Questions included.. 7. Chapter Test:
A 24 marks test of 45 min. to assess your preparation in
each chapter. 8. Important Formulas, terms and
definitions 9. Full syllabus Sample Papers - 3 papers
with detailed solutions designed exactly on the latest
pattern of CBSE. 10.Complete Detailed Solutions of all
the exercises
PSAT 8/9 Prep 2020-2021: PSAT 8/9 Prep 2020 and
2021 with Practice Test Questions [2nd Edition]
Developed by Test Prep Books for test takers trying to
achieve a passing score on the PSAT exam, this
comprehensive study guide includes: -Quick Overview
-Test-Taking Strategies -Introduction -Reading Test
-Writing and Language Test -Math Test -Practice
Questions -Detailed Answer Explanations Disclaimer:
PSAT/NMSQT(R) is a trademark registered by the
College Board and the National Merit Scholarship
Corporation, which are not affiliated with, and do not
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endorse, this product. Each section of the test has a
comprehensive review created by Test Prep Books that
goes into detail to cover all of the content likely to appear
on the PSAT test. The Test Prep Books PSAT practice
test questions are each followed by detailed answer
explanations. If you miss a question, it's important that
you are able to understand the nature of your mistake
and how to avoid making it again in the future. The
answer explanations will help you to learn from your
mistakes and overcome them. Understanding the latest
test-taking strategies is essential to preparing you for
what you will expect on the exam. A test taker has to not
only understand the material that is being covered on the
test, but also must be familiar with the strategies that are
necessary to properly utilize the time provided and get
through the test without making any avoidable errors.
Test Prep Books has drilled down the top test-taking tips
for you to know. Anyone planning to take this exam
should take advantage of the PSAT study guide review
material, practice test questions, and test-taking
strategies contained in this Test Prep Books study guide.
This report presents the conceptual foundations of the
OECD Programme for International Student Assessment
(PISA), now in its seventh cycle of comprehensive and
rigorous international surveys of student knowledge,
skills and well-being. Like previous cycles, the 2018
assessment covered reading, mathematics and science,
with the major focus this cycle on reading literacy, plus
an evaluation of students’ global competence – their
ability to understand and appreciate the perspectives
and world views of others. Financial literacy was also
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offered as an optional assessment.
1. Chapter-wise presentation for systematic and
methodical study 2. Strictly based on the latest CBSE
Curriculum and National Curriculum Framework. 3. All
Questions from the Latest NCERT Textbook are
included. 4. Previous Years' Question Papers from
Kendriya Vidhyalaya Sangathan are included. 5. Latest
Typologies of Questions developed by Oswaal Editorial
Board included. 6. Mind Maps in each chapter for making
learning simple. 7. 'Most likely Questions' generated by
Oswaal Editorial Board with 100+ years of teaching
experience.
This report, building on data from the Indicators of Education
Systems (INES) programme, the Teaching and Learning
International Survey (TALIS) and the Programme for
International Student Assessment (PISA).
10 in ONE CBSE Study Package Mathematics class 9 with
Objective Questions 2nd Edition has 10 key ingredients that
will help you achieve success. 1. Chapter Utility Score(CUS)
2. Exhaustive Theory with Concept Maps 3. Text Book
exercises 4. VSA, SA & LA Questions 5. Past year questions
(Term I & II) Solved papers 6. HOTS/ Value based/ Exemplar
MCQs 7. Past NTSE + Exemplar MCQ’s 8. 15 Chapter Tests
9. Important Formulas, Terms & Definitions 10. 3 Sample
Papers provided Online on latest pattern with detailed
solutions
The most typical part of BITSAT is its English and Logical
Reasoning section. Whereas all other Engineering entrance
exams are focused on Physics, Chemistry and Maths, the
entry to BITSAT is decided based on the score in its English
and Logical Reasoning section. The students are not able to
find genuine material on this section. • The book "English &
Logical Reasoning for BITSAT with 10 Mock Tests (5 in Book
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and 5 Online Tests)" provides the Key Concepts and
sufficient practice to crack this section of BITSAT. • The book
contains BITSAT 2015 Fully Solved Question Paper which
effectively helps students in the preparation process. This
paper give a basic idea about the test pattern asked in the
BITSAT. • The book covers English Proficiency - Vocabulary,
Grammar, Reading Comprehension, Composition; Verbal
Reasoning - Analogy, Classification Or Odd Man Out, Series,
Logical Deduction, Chart Logic; Non- Verbal Reasoning Pattern Perception Or Completion Of Figures, Figure
Formation & Analysis, Paper Cutting, Figure matrix, Rule
Detection. • The book also contains 10 Mock Papers on the
pattern of BITSAT for practice. Out of the 10 Tests, 5 are
provided in the form of Online Tests and 5 are provided in the
book. • The Mock Online Tests provides Insta Results,
Solutions and Analytics related to section-wise and chapterwise absolute and relative feedback. The details to access
the Online Tests are provided in the book. • The solutions to
the 5 Mock Tests in the book are provided at the end of the
tests. • The book is also empowered with Smart Revision
Material for Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics. • This book
is a One Stop Solution as the students are already prepared
for JEE Main. The students require a quick revision material
of PCM and detailed material on English & Logical Reasoning
along with Practice Mock Tests. The Online Tests provides
the online exposure to the students. • The book is very useful
for CBSE-PSA and other exams like UGET Manipal, JIPMER,
CMC.
From the publisher VK global publications Pvt. Ltd. Is a
household name now. Established in 1979, with more than
three decades of leadership in the area of economics and
commerce, we take pride in claiming that we continue with
the unstirred readership in the country. Specialising in the
area of economics and commerce, we are not averse to the
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idea of diversification. Keeping this in view, more than a
decade ago, a series of 'exam ideas' Was launched in all the
subjects For classes IX -XII, however, the success of our
publication is admittedly due to prudent prolific writers. We
have a resource pool of reputed authors, who leave no stone
unturned in bringing out the best of study material, which
makes our readers versatile in their thought processes and
equips them with exam-oriented acumen. Thousands of
acknowledgment and accolades that we receive every year
from our readers are a good testimony to the genuine efforts
and trustworthy endeavors of our authors the book has been
designed topic and subtopic-wise, keeping the students’
needs in mind.
1. Chapter-wise presentation for systematic and methodical
study 2. Strictly based on the latest CBSE Curriculum and
National Curriculum Framework. 3. All Questions from the
Latest NCERT Textbook are included. 4. Previous Years'
Question Papers from Kendriya Vidhyalaya Sangathan are
included. 5. Latest Typologies of Questions developed by
Oswaal Editorial Board included. 6. Mind Maps in each
chapter for making learning simple. 7. 'Most likely Questions'
generated by Oswaal Editorial Board with 100+ years of
teaching experience
CBSE Curriculum was most recently updated on 29th March
2020 for Academic year 2020 – 2020. There were major
changes observed which will have direct impact on the
Question Paper design for Board Examinations 2020.
Keeping this in mind Oswaal Sample Question Papers have
been thoroughly updated as per the latest Board guidelines.
This makes them extremely relevant for Exam oriented study.
IMPORTANT FEATURES OF THE BOOK: Self-Study Mode
Ten Sample Question Papers covering important concepts
from an examination perspective (1-5 solved and 6-10 for SelfAssessment) . Exam Preparatory Material Answers from the
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CBSE Marking Scheme upto March 2020 Exam with detailed
explanations as per the word limit for exam-oriented study.
Answering Tips & Commonly Made Errors for clearer thinking.
. On Tips Notes On tips notes, Mind Maps & Grammar charts
facilitate quick revision of chapters WHAT THIS BOOK HAS
FOR YOU: Latest CBSE Curriculum Strictly based on the
latest CBSE curriculum issued on 29th March 2020 for
Academic Year 2020-2020, for classes 9 to 12 following the
latest NCERT Textbook. Latest Typology OF Questions
Objective Type Questions included as per the latest design of
the question paper issued by CBSE. Most Likely Questions
‘Most likely questions’ generated by our editorial Board with
100+ years of teaching experience. About Oswaal Books:
Oswaal Books strongly believes in Making Learning Simple.
To ensure student-friendly, yet highly exam-oriented content,
we take due care in developing our Panel of Experts.
Accomplished teachers with 100+ years of combined
experience, Subject Matter Experts with unmatchable subject
knowledge, dynamic educationists, professionals with a keen
interest in education and topper students from the length and
breadth of the country, together form the coveted Oswaal
Panel of Experts. It is with their expertise, guidance and a
keen eye for details that the content in each offering meets
the need of the students. No wonder, Oswaal Books holds an
enviable place in every student’s heart!

"• Solved Board Examination Paper 2020 • Latest Board
Sample Paper • Revision Notes • Based on Latest
CBSE Syllabus released on 31st March 2021 •
Commonly Made Errors & Answering Tips • Most Likely
Questions (AI) for 2022 Board Exams "
NEW VERSION: Available now based on the 20th
September 2019 CBSE Sample Paper. This Maths
(Standard) book is extra special as it was prepared by a
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CBSE author who knows about CBSE markings, official
paper setting and CBSE Class 10th Exam patterns more
than any other CBSE expert in the country. We were
lucky to have him prepare the papers of this Maths book.
It’s been bought by more than 20,000+ students since it
came out in October 2019 and is our best-seller already.
This Book Covers the following: - 10 Practice Papers
(solved) - 4 Self-assessment papers - CBSE September
2019 Sample Paper - CBSE March 2019 Board Paper
(solved by topper) - CBSE 2018 Topper Answer Sheet
Extra value items Added in this Book: - Utilising 15
minute reading time just before the exam (by CBSE
topper) - Structuring your Maths Exam 3 hours smartly
(by CBSE Markers) - 2020 marking scheme points (value
points) underlined in each sample paper solution (CBSE
markers look for these key points in your answers to allot
full Marks). - The geometry section diagrams are
accurately drawn to clear your understanding of all kinds
of geometry questions that can appear in the upcoming
February 2020 exam. A must buy book as vouched by
many experts in Mathematics!
• Strictly as per the Term wise syllabus & Sample
Question Paper released on 2nd Sept.,2021 • ExamTargeted,5 solved & 10 Self-Assessment Papers • All
Types of MCQs–Assertion-reason & Case-based •
Answers with Explanations & OMR Sheets after each
Sample Question Paper • Academically important (AI)
Questions for Board Exam • Learn more with ‘Mind
Maps’ • On-Tips Notes’ for Quick Revision • For
detailed study, scan the QR code
Deep Priya Dhillon, R. S. Dhillon and P. K. Garg’s
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Perfect PSA Problem Solving Assessment with Answers
/ Solutions / Explanations (Class 9) 2nd Edition is a
comprehensive book for class 9 exams. The book
comprises of relevant study material, solved examples,
multiple choice questions and practice papers for
students. In addition several sections that help in making
a clear understanding of various concepts. This book is
essential for candidates giving their class 9 CBSE
exams. This book is also helpful for candidates
attempting competitive examinations for an
understanding and practice of Qualitative Reasoning.
Go wild with the year’s most exciting quiz book Who is
the head of the elephant family? a. Matriarch b. Tusker c.
Patriarch d. Elderphant Which is the only snake that
builds a nest? a. Rattlesnake b. King Cobra c. Rat snake
d. Mamba If questions like these fascinate you, then this
one-of-its-kind quiz book is a must for your bookshelf!
Compiled from India’s only national-level quiz on
wildlife, this book packs in incredible information on the
amazing world of animals and plants. Get a low-down on
bizarre animal facts and increase your sense of wonder
with some mind-boggling questions on exotic and
familiar species. Peppered with amazing trivia and
charming illustrations, this fun and irresistible book is an
absolute essential. Use it to test your own knowledge
and quiz your friends.
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